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**MONDAY – 13 JUNE 2014**

### 16.1 HVAC and Building Systems Noise Control

**10:00 AM – Room 550 A/B**

- **nc16_207** - Determination of Lined Duct Insertion Loss and Breakout Transmission Loss
  Kangping Ruan and David W. Herrin.....1

- **nc16_198** - Acoustical Challenges associated with Resilient Design of Electrical Systems
  Jeffrey Fullerton and Richard Sherren.....10

- **nc16_083** - HVAC and Building Systems Noise Control - Solving Mechanical Noise Complaints in Residential and Office Buildings
  Walid Tikriti and Howard Pelton.....17

- **nc16_260** - Lecture Auditorium Noise Investigation and Mitigation Case Study
  David Manley.....25

### 16.4 Fitness Center Noise Control

**1:00 PM - Room 550 A/B**

- **nc16_220** - Investigation into a Standardized Test Method for Measuring and Predicting Heavy Weight Impact Noise Transmission
  John LoVerde, Richard H. Silva, Wayland Dong and Samantha Rawlings.....32

- **nc16_082** - Noise Impact of Fitness Activities in High Rise Buildings
  Walid Tikriti and Howard Pelton.....40

- **nc16_204** - Effect of Floor Covering on the Sound Transmission and Impact Isolation on Various Floor/Ceiling Assemblies
  Paul C. Downey and Matthew V. Golden.....45

- **nc16_211** - Fitness noise control products- Should we be measuring system or material properties?
  Paul Gartenburg and Tony Nash.....61

### 16.2 Workplace & Healthcare Acoustics

**3:20 PM - Room 550 A/B**

- **nc16_138** - Evolution of Office Acoustics
  Jeanette Hesedahl and Kathleen Gray.....70

- **nc16_186** - Comparative analysis of two conference rooms with confidential speech privacy requirements
  Jeffrey E. Babich.....74

- **nc16_154** - Noise isolation evaluation of sliding doors used in healthcare
  John Sandvig.....84
2.0 Highway Noise
10:00 AM - Room 551 A

nc16_273 - New Jersey Five Year Pavement Noise Evaluation
John Hencken, Edwin Haas, Michael Tulanowski and Thomas Bennert.....95

nc16_150 - A theoretical model of the road traffic noise metric for the West Lake based on urban high-altitude low-frequency environmental noise monitoring
Jiping Zhang.....105

nc16_125 - Determination of the exterior noise environment by statistical assessment of traffic time history patterns
Eoin Anthony King, Robert D. Celmer, Sean Rahusen, Cameron Goodman, John LoVerde and Wayland Dong.....116

nc16_054 - Meteorological Effects on Highway Noise Levels with and without a Barrier
Dana Lodico.....126

nc16_065 - Rumble strips noise emission effects on urban road traffic
Alessandro Sabato and Christopher Niezrecki.....138

nc16_173 - Study on the Directivity of Truck Radial Tire Noise
Yintao Wei and Fiqiang Zhou.....146

19.0 & 19.1 FTA Model and Railway Noise
1:00 PM - Room 551 A

nc16_215 - Combined use of measured and predicted data to help characterize vibration propagation for at-grade and sub-grade rail projects
Judith L. Rochat and Christopher Layman.....151

nc16_225 - FTA Guidance Manual Implementation into a Commercial Software Application
Hans Forschner, Dieter Zollitsch.....160

nc16_175 - Implementation of TNM Calculation Method Into a Commercial Software Platform: Technical Aspects and Quality Assurance
Antonio Notario.....169

nc16_085 - Measures to abate railway noise in Germany more ambitious than the legal limits of the TSI Noise
Percy Appel and Rena Weinandy.....177

nc16_264 - Ground-borne Vibration from Rubber Tired Vehicles Used in Tunnel Construction
Tomothy Johnson, Thomas F. Bergen and James T. Nelson.....184

8.0 Perception of Sound
3:20 PM - Room 551 A

nc16_228 - Presence of cars in working environments impair perception of sensory dimensions
Erik Skarback and Patrik Grahn.....192

nc16_098 - Computational Loudness Prediction: Ambiguities and Potential Improvements of ANSI S3.4-2007
Florian Valk and Jesko L. Verhey.....199

nc16_068 - A Model to Gauge the Annoyance due to Arbitrary Time-varying Sound
Menachem Rafaelof.....207
nc16 226 - A Novel Theory of Psychoacoustics on Noise Sources, Noise Measurements and Noise Filters
Himanshu Dehra.....217

nc16 094 - A methodology to modify steady state heating, ventilating, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment noise
Weonchan Sung, Patricia Davies, J. Stuart Bolton.....227

9.0 Modeling
10:00 AM - Room 551 B

nc16 137 - The Use of Wideband Acoustical Holography for Noise Source Visualization
Tongyang Shi, Yanfan Liu and J. Stuart Bolton.....235

nc16 038 - Numerical study of an in-situ technique for measuring surface impedance and reflection coefficient of a locally reacting material with pressure-velocity probes
Graciano Carrillo Pousa, Daniel Fernandez Andres Prieto and David Perez Cabo.....247

nc16 064 - High-Resolution Ultrasonic NDE Imaging Method with Virtually Expanded Circumferential Aperture in Small-Diameter Cylindrical Oil/Gas Pipes
Shu Jiang, Mansour Karkoub and Yong-Joe Kim.....256

nc16 139 - Noise source identification based on an inverse radiation mode procedure
Jiawei Liu, Yangfan Liu and J. Stuart Bolton.....266

nc16 047 - Application of Elastomeric Insulation for Attenuating Compressor Piping Noise ‘A Design Study for Offshore Installations
Rajesh Arjunan, Arindam Ghosh and Jim Cowling.....274

nc16 216 - Design of Low Noise Compressors Using NASA CFD
Michael J. Lucas.....283

9.1 Element-Based Modeling Methods
1:00 PM - Room 551 B

nc16 119 - Innovative Approach of Developing Spacecraft Interior Acoustic Requirement Allocation
Shao-sheng Reynold Chu, Indranil Dandaroy, Christopher Allen and Holly A. Smith.....291

nc16 256 - Structural/Acoustic Modeling with Acoustical Treatments: A Comparison of FE, Hybrid FE/SEA Analysis and SEA Analysis
Luca Alimonti and Bryce Gardner.....304

nc16 088 - Application of Energy Flow Methods for Vibroacoustic Analysis
Zhidong Zhang, Satha T. Raveendra and Rohan Bhawar.....314

nc16 078 - A Simple Approach to Determine Low Frequency Insertion Loss of Partial Enclosures
Shujian He and David W. Herrin.....325

12.0 Education and Outreach
3:20 PM - Room 551 B

nc16 269 - Thoughts on Noise Control Engineering Graduate Students’ Plans of Study
Patricia Davies, J. Stuart Bolton and Kai Ming Li.....336
nc16_055 - Getting your ears dirty: Noise control education at Michigan Technological University
Andrew Barnard.....344
nc16_188 - Noise Control Engineering Education in Mechanical Engineering Curriculum
Marehalli G. Prasad.....350
nc16_115 - A Practical Examination in Experimental Methods
Tyler Patrick Dare and Micah R. Shepherd.....357
nc16_048 - Integration of a Video Application into Hearing Loss Prevention Programs
Amanda Azmam and Andrew B. Cecala.....365

15.0 Marine
10:00 AM - Room 554 A
nc16_019 - Diesel Engine Exhaust Noise aboard Research Vessels & Other Ships
Michael Bahtiarian.....373
nc16_090 - So You Want a Quiet Ship?
Raymond William Fischer.....382
nc16_135 - Wave Noise on High Speed Ships - Source Characterization and Modeling
Jesse Hunter Spence, Eric A. Favini and Leo Boroditsky.....389
nc16_244 - Calculation of Bistatic and Monostatic Scattering from Underwater Target with an Hybridization of the Finite and Boundary Element Methods by an Adaptative Absorbing Boundary Condition
Nicolas Zerbib and Marc Anciant.....399
nc16_231 - Noise prediction for inboard compartments with the Designer NOISE® software from external sources
Leo S. Boroditsky, Ray W. Fischer and Jesse Spence.....418

11.0 Measurements I
1:00 PM - Room 554 A
nc16_117 - Measurement of Small Fabric Samples using the Tube Apparatus
Kelby Weilnau, Edward R. Greem, Zachary E. Lampert and Jason T. Kunio.....425
nc16_208 - Numerical Simulation and Dual Experimental Mapping of Acoustic Field Generated by Ultrasonic Transducers
Songmao Chen, Christopher Niezrecki, Peter Avitabile, Nan Wu and Xingwei Wang.....434
nc16_069 - Using Nearfield Acoustic Holography Method For Surface Velocity Measurements of Carbon Nanotube Speakers
Mahsa Asgarisabet Andrew R. Barmard, Troy Bouman and Stephania Vaglica.....442
nc16_237 - An Inter-Laboratory Comparison for Determining the Free-Field Sensitivity of Working Standards Microphones
Valentin Buzduga and Ole-Herman Bjor.....451
nc16_102 - Measured Noise from Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Randolph Cabell, Ferdinand Grosveld, Robert McSwain.....459
nc16_161 - Proposed Measurement Method for UAV Sound Levels
Kevin Herreman.....469
3.0 Automotive Noise

10:00 AM - Room 556 B

**nc16 061** - Development of Vehicle Dash and Floor Subsystem Sound Packages for Lightweight Vehicle
Yuksel Gur, Jian Pan, Wanlu Li and David A. Wagner.....510

**nc16 114** - Solving Airborne and Structureborne Noise Issues Using Modal Analysis
Satyajeet Prashant Deshpande, Pranab Saha and Kerry M. Cone.....518

**nc16 133** - Barrier Mass and Flow Resistance Optimization for Interior Noise Reduction
Hyunjun Shin and J. Stuart Bolton.....528

**nc16 057** - Experimental Contribution Analysis of External Aeroacoustic Noise Components to Interior Noise of Simplified, Scaled Automobile Model in Wind Tunnel
Seongil Hwang, Myunghan Lee, Kang-Duck Ih, Edward B. White and Yong-Joe Kim.....537

**nc16 160** - Rotational Analysis in the Angular Domain
Dejan Arsic.....545

**nc16 079** - Design of a squeak test apparatus based on a modified sprag-slip mechanism
Gil Jun Lee and Jay Kim.....553

5.2 Mufflers and Silencers

1:00 PM - Room 556 B

**nc16 267** - Transforming Exhaust Noise Targets between Octave Band and Order Levels
Xin Hua and Brandon Sobecki.....N/A

**nc16 229** - Experimental study of open pipe noise radiation with inflow conditions
Jean-Michel Coulon, Noureddine Atalla and Alain Desrochers.....559

**nc16 147** - Sound Transmission through Perforated Absorbing Mufflers with Flow
Abderrazak Mejdi, Bryce Gardner, Chadwyck Musser, Danillo Reis and Sideto Futatsugi.....566

**nc16 195** - Sensitivity Study of Source Impedance for Mufflers using the Moebius Transformation
Yitian Zhang and David W. Herrin.....576
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16.3 Architectural Noise and Vibration Control
10:00 AM - Room 550 A/B

nc16_041 - Sound and Noise in Shopping Malls
Antonio Carvalho and Claudia F. Pereira.....586

nc16_123 - Noise Control in the Tufts University Radio Station
Ben Stern and Jim Moore.....594

nc16_177 - An Assessment of Noise Control Measures for a New Bottling Company Sales
Center Meeting Rooms
Marc C. Wallace.....600

nc16_209 - Overcoming Field Impact Isolation Testing Failures Due to Underlayment
Performance Deficiencies
Marlund Hale.....606

nc16_146 - Sound insulation performance at Wood Innovation and Design Centre â€“ A case
study
Ciprian Pirvu, Tony Thomas and Redouane Ramzi.....612

nc16_151 - Reflectance Profile Method for the Acoustical Design of Buildings
Paul Battaglia and Jin Young Song.....621

16.0 Building Acoustics Measurement and Modeling I
1:00 PM - Room 550 A/B

nc16_201 - ACRP 02-51: Evaluating Methods for Determining Interior Aircraft Noise Levels
Randy Waldeck, Paul Schomer and John C. Freytag.....629

nc16_259 - Investigation of Correlation between Aircraft Interior Noise Levels and Residential
Building Construction Details
John Eric Cox and Eugene M. Reindel.....638

nc16_280 - Facade Noise Attenuation through Curtainwall Glazing: Measurements, Analysis
and Audio Simulations
Adam Paul, Anthony Bontomase, Avi Bortnick and Robert Tanen.....648

nc16_284 - Measuring Noise Level Reduction Using an Artificial Noise Source and Test House
Kenneth Cunefare, Kenneth A. Cunefare, Erica Ryherd and Javier Irizarry.....658

nc16_194 - Case Study: Lessons Learned from Extensive Testing on Lightweight Wood Frame
Multi-dwelling Buildings
James Cottrell.....666

nc16_168 - Virtual Testing of Sound Insulation Wall/Panel Designs
Gang Wang, Wen L Liu, Jingtao Du and Wanyou Li.....678

16.0 Building Acoustics Measurement and Modeling II
3:20 PM - Room 550 A/B

nc16_101 - A Boundary Diffuse Field Index for the characterization of diffuse acoustic field
produced in reverberant rooms
Olivier Robin, Jean-Daniel Chazot, Jean-Louis Guyader and Noureddine Atalla.....686
7.2 Industrial Noise

10:00 AM - Room 551 A

nc16_205 - The Challenges of Working with Vendor-provided Noise Data During Community Noise Propagation Modeling and Process Equipment Bid Submittal Evaluations
Marlund Hale.....732

nc16_033 - Large Industrial Noise Source Abatement: a case study in resolving worker and community noise complaints
Timothy Wiens, Gordon L. Reusing and Peter Tremblay.....740

nc16_131 - Analysis of Noise Mitigation Measures of a Pharmaceutical Factory through Acoustical Simulation - A Case Study
M. Luiza Belderrain, Mariene Benutti Giunta, Rafael Vaidotas and Wanderley Montemurro.....749

nc16_074 - Total Noise Analysis of a Directional Drill
Jingshu Wu, Robert Powell andrew Hermetet, Chris Shue and Scott Gangel.....757

nc16_183 - BEM Analysis of Large Two-Inlet Silencers
Peng Wang, Tim Wu and David Herrin.....765

nc16_185 - Analytical and Boundary Element Solutions of Bulk-Reacting Lined Ducts and Parallel-Baffle Silencers
Jundong Li, Peng Wang, Tim Wu and David Herrin.....775

4.0 Mining Noise Control

1:00 PM - Room 551 A

nc16_029 - Noise Attenuation of Auxiliary Fans and Reduction of Noise Exposure in Underground Mines
Sekhar Bhattacharyya and Felipe Calizaya.....783

nc16_059 - Evaluation of Noise Controls for Longwall Cutting Drums
Hugo Camargo and Lynn A. Alcorn.....791

nc16_129 - Laboratory Noise Testing of a Jumbo Drill
Jeffrey Shawn Peterson, Brian Kim, Jesse Mechling and Lynn Alcorn.....800
## 1.0 Product Noise

3:20 PM - Room 551 A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nc16_084</td>
<td>Labeling of Product Noise</td>
<td>Christian Fabris</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_193</td>
<td>What Causes Quiet Products to Come to Market?</td>
<td>Robert D. Bruce, Edgar Olvera, Arno S. Bommer, Adam S. Young and Isaac Harwell</td>
<td>814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_159</td>
<td>Market Effect on Sound Ratings for Dishwashers</td>
<td>Kevin Herreman</td>
<td>824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_042</td>
<td>Sound power ranking of three circular saws with 12 saw blades and of a blade stiffener while considering feed rate and feed force</td>
<td>Edward Zechmann</td>
<td>831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_045</td>
<td>Two-Stroke Engines in Landscape Maintenance: A Growing Public Health Problem</td>
<td>Erica Walker and Jamie L. Banks</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 1.1 IT Noise

5:00 PM - Room 551 A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nc16_153</td>
<td>Reducing product noise by managing heat</td>
<td>David Nelson</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_032</td>
<td>Ecma TR for New Physical Evaluation Method of Prominent Discrete Tone of Noise Emitted from Air-Moving Devices</td>
<td>Ikuo Kimizuka and Gaku Minorikawa</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 7.1 Community Noise

10:00 AM - Room 551 B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nc16_080</td>
<td>Global Research on Noise Monitoring for overnight deliveries in New York City</td>
<td>Stacey D. Hodge, Fernando M. Zingler, Cuiya Li, Charles Shamoon, Charles C.N. Ukegbi, Joseph Dack, Jaswinder C. Lewis and Tae Hong Park</td>
<td>863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_174</td>
<td>Characterization of Community Noise and Sound Levels in an Urban City: Preliminary Results</td>
<td>Erica Walker</td>
<td>873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_221</td>
<td>A Step Closer Towards Real-Time Capture of Urban Soundscapes and Noise Pollution</td>
<td>Tae Hong Park, Charles Shamoon and Min-Joon Yoo</td>
<td>881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_143</td>
<td>Mysterious and Annoying: Hums, Tones and Other Hard-to-Detect Residential Noise Complaints</td>
<td>Arno Bommer, Adam S. Young and Robert D. Bruce</td>
<td>891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nc16_095</td>
<td>Assessment of Gun Fire Noise from a Public Shooting Range</td>
<td>Paul Donavan and Dana M. Lodico</td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 14.1 Outdoor Sound Propagation

1:00 PM - Room 551 B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nc16_214</td>
<td>An improved direct impedance deduction technique for locally reacting ground surfaces</td>
<td>Bao N Tong and Kai Ming Li</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nc16_179 - Sound Fields Generated by a Monopole Point Source Moving above a Locally Reacting Surface
Yiming Wang, Bao Tong and Kai Ming Li.....924

nc16_050 - Comparison of Sound level Model Predictions with Defined Foliage and Different Ground Absorption (G) Values to Actual Field Measurement Results
Edmund Obasi, Samiul Choudhury, Justin Caskey and Richard Patching.....936

nc16_099 - 3D Acoustic Modeling Challenges of Applying the ISO 9613 Calculation Methods to Sound Sources on Building Rooftops
Ryan Callahan.....944

nc16_249 - Assessing Accuracy of ISO 9613-2 for Calculating Ground Effects of Stack Height and Distance Using Olive Tree Labs Suite
Frank H. Brittain and Panagiotis Charalampous.....950

10.0 Noise Policies, Legislation, and Regulations
3:20 PM - Room 551 B

nc16_238 - Review and Comparison of State-Wide Noise Policies across the US
Paul L. Burge, Michael Greene and Cole Martin.....962

nc16_285 - Analysis of 500 noise ordinances
Leslie D. Bloomberg.....968

nc16_039 - Technical Approaches to Developing Policy: Use of the FHWA Traffic Noise Model to Identify Noise Screening Parameters
Adam Alexander and Ahmed El-Aassar.....972

nc16_165 - Use of Development Date in Noise Barrier Reasonableness Determinations
Darlene Reiter and Jim Ozment.....980

nc16_243 - Expectations of New FERC Guidance on Resource Report 9 (Noise Quality) Preparation
Mark Storm.....987

nc16_044 - Misapplication of the 85 Decibel Occupational Noise Exposure Standard to the Public is Causing an Epidemic of Hearing Loss
Daniel Fink.....996

5.1 Active Control
10:00 AM - Room 554 A

nc16_236 - Hybrid Feedforward-Feedback Noise Control using Virtual Sensors
Jacob Bean, Chris R. Fuller and Noah H. Schiller.....1004

nc16_181 - Use of Automated Methods for ESE Drive File Convergence
Michael Mongeau and Tom Teknos.....1017

nc16_203 - Improved MIMO Active Noise Control System with Integrated Adaptive Algorithms for Vehicle Powertrain Noise
Tao Feng, Guohua Sun, Mingfeng Li and Teik C. Lim.....1025

14.0 Wind Turbines
4:00 PM - Room 554 A

nc16_072 - The Importance of Screening Wind Gust Noise in Wind Turbine Compliance Testing
Peter Guldberg and Ryan T. Callahan.....1033
Some Lessons Learned About Wind Turbine Noise Compliance Issues
Howard R. Quin.....1042

Massachusetts Research Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics: Overview and Conclusions
Kenneth Kaliski, Peter McPhee, Eddie Duncan, Robert O’Neal, John Zimmerman, Jeff Snyder, E. Keith Wilson and Nils Bolgen.....1047
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24.0 Construction Noise
10:20 AM - Room 550 A/B

nc16_116 - Continuous Monitoring of Hospital Construction Noise & Vibration
Scott Harvey and Paulette Nehemias.....1063

nc16_162 - Remote Construction Vibration Monitoring of an Historic Bridge
Rob Greene.....1070

nc16_187 - Studies on Roadway Construction Noise in New York City
Marehalli G. Prasad, Chenhui Zhao and Alando Hall.....1080

nc16_218 - Validating construction noise models for utility discovery operations
John Meighan and Judith Rochat.....1086

nc16_017 - Fan manufacturer sound power data - trust but verify
Erich Thalheimer, Jacob Poling and Rob Greene.....1093

nc16_230 - Jackhammer chisel noise control design optimization
Henry A. Scarton, Kyle Wilt and Christopher Wall.....1102

5.0 Absorption Materials and Treatments
10:20 AM - Room 551 A

nc16_144 - Experimental evaluation of equivalent-fluid models for melamine foam
Albert R. Allen and Noah H. Schiller.....1108

nc16_196 - Development of a Rudimentary Materials Database and Application to the Prediction of Sound Absorptive Performance of Layered Absorbers
Ruimeng Wu and David W. Herrin.....1119

nc16_262 - Effect of Variability in Microgeometry of Polyurethane Foams on their Macroscopic Acoustic Performance
Mohammad Sadegh Gholami, Olivier Doutres and Noureddine Atalla.....1128

6.1 Vibration of Structures and Structural Acoustics
10:20 AM - Room 554 A

nc16_104 - Analysis of Vibration and Acoustic Coupling of Plates with Acoustic Black Holes Using Wavenumber Transforms
Philip Feurtado and Stephen Conlon.....1137

nc16_184 - Studies on Sound Radiation from Beams with Acoustic Black Holes
Chenhui Zhao and M.G. Prasad.....1147

nc16_023 - Low-Frequency Acoustic Noise Mitigation Characteristics of Metamaterials-Inspired Vibro-Impact Structures
Anuj Rekhy, Robert Snyder, James B. Min and James M. Manimala.....1154

nc16_246 - Analytical Modeling of a Single Hybrid Particle Impact Damper Under Periodic Impulse Excitation
Kamil Kocak and Kenneth A. Cunefare.....1164